Master the Art of Image, Style & Etiquette
To Outclass Your Competition

"My Personal

Best Workshop had been an informative and enriching program that really covered

my major needs. I enjoyed myself during the entire workshop as Guinevere was very efficient and
precise in her presentation and delivery, she was also very easy to understand and get along with.

My younger brother and I attended the course mainly to help give him a heard start in his job search as
a fresh graduate, and to equip him with the necessary skills for undertaking interviews. He also needed
an image change and my parents wanted him to get professional help for it. After going through the
workshop, my brother has learned quite a lot about finding the right colors for himself, how to pick the
correct fit, and what sort of styles he should go for or avoid. He finds it helpful and even shares some
of his new knowledge with my parents.
Although he didn't change his dressing
style overnight, but there is marked
improvement in the way he dresses and
presents himself.

As for myself, I learned more about social
graces, networking, business etiquette,
Nicolle practicing on deshelling prawns without using
fingers!

and western dining etiquette. It was
particularly helpful as my job scope
demands a fair bit of networking and

frequent dining with business partners and acquaintances of the company. The topics and examples
touched on helped to identify the minor mistakes that I've made and helped me to realize how lacking I
was and equipped me with the correct and proper knowledge for future challenges in this area.

One of the reasons why I chose Image Mastery was of the sense of a genuine company offering good
quality service, and that made me revert back to Image Mastery as a primary choice.
All in all, the workshop was a fun and interesting learning activity
for us. Guinevere was very professional and did a very good job
of helping us and teaching us. There was also a lot practicing
and role-playing session where we laughed at our own mistakes
and had an enjoyable time learning from it. I would recommend
my family and friends to her if they ever require image
consultation services.

Thank you Guinevere. Your genuine help is greatly appreciated! Nicolle Ng”

Our graduates - Nicolle and
Ken
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